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INTRODUCTlON

Let V be a real linear space, X a real normed linear space, A : //. ~> X a
linear transformation, and b a fixed vector in X. We assume that the equation

Ar h

has no solution and that it is of interest to determine a vector i: E V such that

I b - Ai:

for all l' E V. We shall call this the primal problem. In absence of further
assumptions, the primal problem need not have a solution; and in cases
where a solution exists, it need not be unique. An argument of James given in
Phelps [4] shows that a space S is reflexive if and only if for each
closed subspace E and each XES, there is a vector y E E such that
i! x -- y I! !! x - z II for all Z E E. Thus, when A has a closed range and X
is reflexive, the primal problem has at least one solution. It is known [2] that
a Banach space S is rotund (strictly convex) and reflexive if and only if for
each closed, convex set K C S and each XES, there is a unique vector y E K
such that I! x - y I! !! x - z for all Z E K. It follows that if A is I-I with
a closed range and X is rotund and reflexive, then the primal problem has a
unique solution. We shall assume throughout this paper that these conditions
are satisfied.

An important special case of the primal problem occurs when V = R",
X = R'" and A is an m X n matrix for which m > n and rank (A) = 11.

If X has the III norm, where I < p < 00, then the primal problem becomes
the ll'-problem for overdetermined systems of linear equations (see [5,6]).
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In Section I a dual problem is defined whose solution can be used to solve
the primal problem. The remaining sections develop an algorithm for solving
this dual problem under the assumption that the range of A has finite
codimension. This restrictive condition is satisfied by many operators of
interest. In particular, if U is a compact operator on a Banach space. then
I - U has a range with finite codimension. More generally. any Fredholm
operator has this property (see [3]). Many of the ideas in this paper were
motivated by the work of V. P. Sreedharan appearing in [6].

I. THL DUAL PROIlLL~1

Throughout this paper we shall adhere to the following notation. X*
denotes the dual space of X, S designates the set {x EX: x -= I}, and S*
is the corresponding set in X*. IfrE x* and x c X, then (xJ denotesf(x).
The range of A will be written as R(A). and for Me X we will designate the
set {fE X* :x:J . 0 for all x E l'vt: by !'vi . Similarly. if !'vi C X* then
M-'- =cc {x EX: f = 0 for all ((= AI:.

By the dual problem we will mean: Determine / E R(A) n S* such that
<b,/) ). <bJ for all f E R(A)! n S*. It is known that the dual problem
always has a solution and that

inf{:b AI': tE Vi max{bJ : fE R(A) n S*i

(see, e.g., [I D. This common value will be denoted by p and since At h has
no solution, we have p > O. In the event that x* is rotund, the dual problem
has a unique solution.

DEFINITION I. /ffE X* {Oi. then x f= X n S is called a duall'ector()rf
if <xJ)=c I!l.

DEFINITION 2. If x E X ..- {OJ. thenfE X' n S* is called a dual functional
for x if <xJ - i xi.

THEOREM I. I.

(i) If X is rejlexil'e and fe X" {Oi. then there is at least one dual
cectorforI lf~ in addition, X is rotund. then the dualcector is unique.

(ii) If X is reflexil'e and X* is rotund. then for each x EX '- {OJ. Ihere
is a unique dual junctionalfor x.

Proof These are standard results and can be found. e.g .• in [7].
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When a unique dual vector for fEe X* - {OJ exists, we denote it by f*.
Similarly, x* denotes the unique dual functional for x EX -- {OJ when it
exists.

THEOREM 1.2. Let X be rotund and rejlexil'e, and suppose that II : V --~ X
is I I and has a closed range. IF / is any solution to the dual prohlelll, then

(i) AI' = b - <b./ / * has a unique solution for 1'.

Ui) This solution is the solution to the primal problem.

Proof (i) We show first that b - <b./ /* E R(A). Let gE R(A)i, let
7~ be the solution to the primal problem, and let

Then

<b./ /*,g 'b,g. (h./ *, g

Letting g ./ gives

ib - A{, g - (b./(/*, g

=p<w.g -p(/*,g

= p(11' -/*.g

Therefore

p(w - /*,/

(w./ (/*./= !!/

By uniqueness of the dual vector for /, we obtain w = /*, so that

<h - (h./>/*,g = 0 for all g E R(A)J.

and consequently b - (b. I /* E R(A). The uniqueness will follow from the
uniqueness of solutions to the primal problem once part (ii) is proved.

(ii) If 1'0 is any solution to AI' =~ h -- <h,/•./*.

Al'o - b '! =!<b./. /*

so that 1'0 is a solution to the primal problem.

(b, =p
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2. STATEMENT OF THE ALGORITHM

It follows from Theorem 1.2 that once a solution j to the dual problem is
found, the solution to the primal problem can be obtained by computing

In this section we give an algorithm for solving the dual problem under thc
assumption that R(A) has finite codimension, and both X and X* are uni
formly rotund (uniformly convex). This algorithm is, in general, infinite and
generates a sequence en which converges strongly to the solution of the
dual problem.

DEFINITION 2.1. If W is any finite dimensional subspace of X'" having

basis B {gJ ,g'! ,... , g"L then the projection olX onto W re/atire to B is the
linear transformation F: X ... ~ W defined by

F(x) I 'x. g,. g;.
i 1

Note that F(x) = 0 if and only if x E We.. Also, in the case where X is a
Hilbert space (so that X can be identified with X*) and {gl ,... , gill is an
orthonormal basis for W, the mapping F is the orthogonal projection of X
onto Wand does not depend on the orthonormal basis chosen.

We are now in a position to state the algorithm. Both the proof of
convergence and the verification that the steps in the algorithm can always be
carried out will be established in the next section.

THEOREM 2.1. If X and X* are un(jcJrfnly rotund and R(A) has finite
codimension, then the following algorithm yields a solution to {he dual problem
in a finite number ()I' steps or else generates a sequence (f) which converges
strongly to the solution of the dual problem.

Step (0): Select a fixed basis B {gj , g" ,... , gIl} for W; R(A)U bi' and
let F be the projection of X onto W relative to B.

Step (I): Choose j~ E R(A)i such that 'if;) P .'--~ I and <,b,j;, O.

Step (2): Sel i= 0

Step (3): Compute hi = FU;*)

Step (4): II' h, 'CC 0, then Slap since/; is the solution of the dual problem. If
hi.le 0, go to Step (5).
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Step (5): Determine eti such that .r -t,h i i f;- Ah , for all A.

Step (6): Setf:. 1

Step (3).

f,r -v.)lj)/i'I ex,h i ;', increase i bF l, and return to

3. CONVERGENCE OF THE ALGORITHM

Throughout this section we assume that X and X* are uniformly rotund
and R(A) has finite codimension. (We note that some relaxation of the
rotundity conditions is possible in some of the lemmas of this section although
we have no need for the added generality here.)

U\lMA 3.1. /fIE R(A)' n S*,.b,f 0. ([nd F: X --~ {R(A) u bl is a
projection witlr respect to any basis B for {R(A) u bj ;• Ihen f is a solution of tire

dual problem ifand only if' F(j *) c, 0..

Proof IfFU"') 0, thenf"'Elin{R(A)ub: sothatf'" Artbfor
some I' E V and real number ,'I., Therefore.

1- (f*,f ..~ c'Ar + ,xbJ '~y<bJ"

Thus.

J* -= AI' I bj.b.f .

For every g f' R(A)C n 5* we have

f* II g 'Ar + (b/(b,f), g

lb. g;//b,f.

Therefore, (b,f !(b, g for any g E R(A) n 5* so that f is a solution
of the dual problem.

Conversely, assume./ is the solution of the dual problem. By Theorem 1.2,
there is a i E V such that

[t follows that

o "'= F(Ai) = F(b) - (h,f F(j*) = (b,f> (Ff*)

so that F(f *) O.

LEMMA 3.2. Iff and h are linearly independent functionals in X*. then
f' 11/- J>.h"forallreaIAifandonlyif'<f*,h' = O.
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Proof Assume '. h

if -- f',f
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O. Then

jX.f - !lh> f- ,\h

for all real It Conversely. assume that for all real A we have I if ,\Ii.
It follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that there is a linear functional
L E X** such that L(h) O. Uf) if and L I. Since uniform
rotundity implies reflexivity. there is a vector y f X such that U·) ~~ y.'
Therefore y,f - 'If' and y I. By uniqueness of the dual vector
fort~ v f*. Thus 0 L(h) . h.

LEMMA 3.3. AssulIlejf R(A) n S*. Ii.) 0 ami F:.\ ~:R(A) u b:
is a projection with respect to any basis Blf)r {R(A) U b) L. fill F(f*) O.
then there is a unique real numherl. 0 such that

o f til min! I Ah
.\ '.

I.

Further. I. is the unique solution oj (f-- ,xh)*, Ii O.

Proof The existence of, is clear and the uniqueness follows from the
rotundity of X*. We show next that hand f are linearly independent. if

kd - kJI 0 then

o

The independence is a consequence of the facts' b,f
It now follows that

oand Jz Fer *) O.

o min f- Ah
,\ . /

. ,
. I I .

We show next that f - ,xh I. [I' I
follows from Lemma 3.2 that <f*. h· O.
Therefore.

!f - ,\11 for all A. it

0= <f*. F(f*)

This implies

n

h = F(f*) = L <1*. gil gi = 0
ic=l

which is a contradiction, so that ,if - rxh II < [.
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:f -,h

Since <J*, Ir 0 it follows that the minimizing '3: must be positive since

/*1/ -'ih

<f*,f -- .y!l)

I-y/*, h.

Further, it follows from Lemma 3.2 and the fact If -, exh Ii iU -yh) - .\h,
for all ,\ that .-Y is the unique solution of /(f --- 'ih)*, h= O.

LE:Vlv1A 3.4. If (n is an.\' sequence in S* such lhal , I - f i -. O. film
I f*-· o.

Prooj: We show first that/;* -+ J* weakly. Due to the weak sequential
compactness of the closed unit ball in X, it suffices to show that every weakly
convergent subsequence of U;*) converges weakly to f*. Let U;:) be any
weakly convergent subsequence of (/;*) and assume Ui~) converges weakly
to :::. We have

() :::,f\ .* .Ii", ,{ ,f- <f:, ,f",

f -f",

Taking the limit as m-->- x yields

But /;* -"'-+ ::: implies ;:
• '111

I so that

Thus!:::, I, and by uniqueness of the dual vector, Z = f *.

Since iI*'. -. If 'I andf'" -~f*. it follows from the uniform rotundity
of X that 'Ifi* - f*>- 0 (see, e.g. [7, p. III, problem 9]).

We are now in a position to prove the main result, Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.

Case I (The algorithm does not terminate). Let Pi = (b, rO'. Since
Ii E R(A)- n S*, i = 1,2, .... we have

Pi = /b..fi <b _. AI', f,) <; II h -- Av I!'~: P

for all l' E V. From the Lemma 3.3 and the fact that Po = (b,};)' 0, we
have

Pi,\ - Pi <b..fi,i> - <b..fi>

- «(I/iLf - O'.iITi Ii) - I)<b,;;>

o.
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Since (p,) is a monotone sequence bounded above by p. there is a real number
(T such that

limp,
/--,1

(J p.

We now show that (J p. Assume (J p.

Since en is a bounded sequence in the finite dimensional subspace R(A)
we can pick a subsequence u;,,) converging strongly to a functional fE x*
Since F is a continuous linear transformation. we have by Lemma 3.4 that

(h",) converges strongly to h F(IX). If h O. then by Lemma 3.I.fis a
solution of the dual problem so that

limp,,,
i ,I 1

lim 17,/;"
i ·f

h.j p

which is a contradiction. If h O. let i h
we have" h"" d12. Therefore.

d O. For i sufficiently large

so that

o

\/11 , il ill

4,d

for i sufllciently large. By passing to a subsequence. if necessary. we can
assume 'n, converges to a real number '\. Since

for all A and

we obtain

I

\Ii/ Ihnl i !

lim I' t;n
j_--,,/"_ . 1

In" ,Ih,,, ,

'-III ihlll I

I \.Ii Ali

for all A. Since h O,fand h are linearly independent so that "'. h 0 by
Lemma 3.2. It follows that h O. which is a contradiction. Thus (J p.

Suppose now that (1,,,) is any strongly convergent subsequence of (f).

and let / = limi_>J j;" . . Since /1 I and {h.t p. it follows that / is the
unique 'solution! to the dual problem. Since./ is the only strong clust~r point
for the bounded sequence (/i). we have lim;] f ./ o.

Case II (The algorithm terminates). Suppose the algorithm terminates
at the ith step, i.e .• F(f,*) ~= O. As in Case I.

0< Po PI < ... Pi

By Lemma 3.1,f is a solution of the dual problem.
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We conclude by noting that the functional};) required to start the algorithm
can be obtained by selecting any basis for R(A) L (an extension of the basis B
in Step (0) is the logical choice) and projectingf;)* onto R(A)-'- relative to this
basis.
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